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Abstract
As the network transmission is prevailing in many

applications, an entity in a network virtual
environment (NVE) can deliver data to other entities
under peer-to-peer architecture. This paper proposes a 
message interchange protocol based on routing
information protocol (RIP). In this message
interchange protocol, every entity can know that it is in 
some entities’ area of interested (AOI). In this way,
every entity can deliver data to other entities without
via server. Furthermore, according to the group in
four quadrants, every entity can get the information of 
other entities’ by interchanging data of each others’. 
Based on this message interchange protocol, every
entity can still work in the NVE when the server is 
crashed. Even if there is an entity crashes, other
entities can also work in the NVE. 
Keyword: message interchange protocol, routing
information protocol, area of interest, group in four
quadrants

1. Introduction 
Network virtual environment (NVE) is very popular

among science fiction fans and it has been pictured out
in many books and movies in which is known as “The 
Matrix” [Wachowski 03]. Most of the NVE adopts the
centralized Client-Server architecture, such as [Huang 
03][Faisstnauer 00][Funkhouser 96]. In a centralized
Client-Server Architecture, when an entity wants to
deliver data to other entities, it first delivers data to a
server, and the server delivers the data to other entities.
In this method, the server should know who are 
interested in the data of this entity’s. It means that the
server should calculate the AOI of all clients. However, 
it takes a long time for the server to calculate the AOI 
of all clients and this is a heavy load for the server.
Moreover, because entities should deliver data to other 
entities via the server, the network bandwidth of server
is heavy [Signhal 97] [Signhal 99]. In additional,
because all of the data delivered is by the server, if
server is failed, the system is crashed. 

In order to reduce the network bandwidth and the
computation load of the server in the Client-Server
architecture, the entities should deliver data to other
entities by the peer-to-peer architecture. Therefore, this
paper proposes a message interchange protocol based 
on routing information protocol (RIP) to interchange
data of the entities by peer-to-peer architecture.

In this paper, section 2 is the related works.
Section 3 is the proposed system architecture. Section
4 is the simulation results of the proposed peer-to-peer
architecture. Finally, the section 5 is the conclusions
and future works. 

2. Related Works 
In this section, the related works are discussed such

as Area of Interested (AOI), Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) and Connected Graph. The Peer-to-Peer
architecture is also discussed. 

2.1 Area of Interested 
In client-server architecture, the client can deliver 

data to other clients via server. The numbers of user are
restricted by the performance and bandwidth of the
server. AOI (Area of Interested) is used as a filtering
mechanism [Macedonia 95] to avoid sending data to
unrelated entities. By the AOI mechanism, the entity
does not have to deliver data to the entities outside
AOI. In this way, it can promote the performance of 
the server. 

2.2 Routing Information Protocol 
Routing information protocol is a network routing

protocol base on the Bellman-Ford (or distance vector)
algorithm [Malkin 98] [Hawkinson 96]. According to
the RIP, a router will recode the connected routers in 
its routing table. When the destination of the packet is
not in routing table, the router will deliver it to
neighbor routers. In order to reduce the transmission
cost, the router would periodic interchange routing
table with other routers. The proposed mechanism is
based on the concept of RIP to reduce the transmission
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overhead and request of server. The proposed 
mechanism is to let every entity maintain its own tables.
These entities would interchange tables with other
entities periodically. In this way, entities can deliver
data to other entities without via server. 

2.3 Connected Graph and Topology 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. The G is

connected if there is a path between any two distinct
vertices of G [Grimaldi 99]. In the proposed
architecture, V can be a set of entities, E be a set of
connectivity between entities and G = (V, E) is a 
topology in a virtual world. If the topology is
connected, every entity can get the information of other
entities by connected entities. 

2.4 Toward a Peer-to-Peer Shared Virtual 
Reality

In 2002, Keller proposed a method to build a virtual
world [Keller 02]. The concept of this paper is that if 
an entity detects that entity A enters the AOI of another
entity B’s, the entity would send the information of
entity B to A. In this way, entity A can know that it 
needs to send its data to entity B. However, if an entity
exists a section that there is no entity that can detect it,
it would hardly know that an entity is arrived in this 
section.

The author also proposed a method of Global
Connectivity to solve this problem. The method is to
make each entity should keep the last one entity in each 
180 degree. In this way, it can detect entities come
from all direction. If an entity cannot keep the last one 
entity, it will ask the nearest entities to find an entity
can satisfy the Global Connectivity as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Global connectivity

3. System Architecture 
In order to reduce the network bandwidth and

computing loading of the server in the client-server
architecture, entities should deliver data to other
entities by peer-to-peer architecture. By this method, a 
server does not need to calculate all client’s AOI and 
then deliver data for entities. In this way, this method

can reduce the network bandwidth and the computing
loading of the server. 

In peer-to-peer architecture, the server should
compute the AOIs for entities. How an entity knows 
which entities it should deliver data to? To solve the 
problem on Peer-to-Peer architecture, this paper 
proposes a message interchange protocol based on 
routing information protocol. By this mechanism,
every entity can know that it is in some entities’ AOI. 
Every entity can deliver data to other entities without
via server. In additional, if server is failed, the system
can still work.

3.1 Virtual World Architecture 
In this paper, the whole virtual world is built by

many regions [Chen 04]. Every region is controlled by
one server. The server records all data in the region. It 
includes the user’s information and the object’s data in
the virtual world. In this architecture, the server is not 
actively to obtain the entities’ data. It just passively
receives data from entities and delivers data to the new 
entities when they are joined to this region.

3.2 Message Interchange Protocol 
In this paper, the discussion is focus on an entity

how to deliver data to other entities in the same region.
In the proposed message interchange protocol, every
entity has three tables to record the information of
other entities. These tables are Observable Table (OT),
Global Table (GT), and Group Leader Table (GLT).
The OT records the entities that can see me. The entity
is only deliver data to the entities which was in the OT. 
The GT records some entities’ information that is not
immediately needed in OT. The entity can immediately
extract the needed entities information from Global
Table when the entities’ information is needed in OT. 
Suppose there is a entity B who in the entity A‘s GT, 
when entity B is interested in entity A, entity B would
be move from the GT of entity A to the OT of entity A.
On the contrary, if there is a entity C who in the entity
A‘s OT, when C is not interested in A, entity C will be
move from the OT of entity A to the GT of entity A. In
this way, entities can know that there are new entities 
that would be near themselves and update their OT and
GT tables. The GLT is designed to maintain the
topology connectivity in virtual world. Every entity 
would record the leaders of four groups. The entities 
are divided according to the position in my four
quadrants and the entities in the same quadrant would
form a group. For every group, an entity is chosen as a 
leader who is the nearest entity to maintain the
topology connectivity. The GLT is periodically
updated to avoid topology disconnection.
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3.2.1 Observable Table
When the attributes of entity are changed, the

changed attributes should be synchronized with other
entities to maintain identical data in the virtual world.
Therefore, the entity can deliver data to appropriate
entities by referring OT. The definition of OT is listed
as followed:

EeandeedeOTe e 111 1
,           (3.1)

e1 : An entity’s code name in the Virtual World,

Nifor

E : A set of entity in one area, 

d (e, e 1)  : The distance between entity e and entity e 1,

1e
 : An entity’s Aura,

OT(e1): A set of Observable Table.

In Fig. 2, entity e is in the AOI of Entity e1 and e2,
therefore e1 and e2 is recorded in the OT of entity e.
When the attributes of entity e are changed, entity e
would reference its OT and deliver it’s attributes to e1
and e2. However, entity e3 is not in the AOI of any
entity, the OT of entity e3 is empty.

Fig. 2 The example of OT 

3.2.1.1 Interchange protocol between entities 
As the entity maybe arbitrary moving in the virtual

world, it would change its position frequently. An
entity may enter the AOI of other entities, or leave the
AOI of other entities. Therefore OT maybe incorrect
for a while and should be updated at the right moment.
For keep the correct of OT, an entity should
interchange its OT with other entities’ OT for a period
of time.

Fig. 3 Interchange OT 

If entity e1 is interested in entity e, other entities
that got interested in entity e1 maybe also be interested
in entity e. In Fig. 3(a), suppose entity e is in the AOI 
of entity e2, and entity e2 is in the AOI of entity e1 and
e3, entity e1 and e3 are moving toward e. In Fig. 3(b),
when entity e1 and e3 are close enough to entity e in 
the virtual world, entity e is in the AOI of entity e1 and
e3. When the entity e matches the period time of
interchange OT with entity e2, entity e would discover
entity e1 and e3 are interested in itself, and entity e 
record entity e1 and e3 into its OT. 

3.2.1.2 The size of Observable Table
Because the entities in the OT are interested in this

entity, the entity should keep the connection with them.
The entity cannot arbitrarily delete any entity in OT.
The entities in the OT can be deleted only when the
entities that are not got interested in this entity. The
size of OT should be dynamic for this reason. In 
addition, every entity is occupied a space in virtual 
world and they cannot overlap. If entities can overlap, 
they may have infinite entities in same space, and the
size of OT may become very large to accommodate
these entities in same space. 

3.2.2 Global Table 
On Peer-to-Peer architecture there are some

drawbacks by only using OT. The OT would
periodically interchange the information for keeping
the correctness of OT. If the interchanging period is
too long, the OT would be incorrect. If the
interchanging period is too short, the synchronization
overhead will occur, and this would raise the entity’s
load and network traffic. For some case, such as an 
entity leaves the AOI of some entities, and reenters the
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AOI of this entity, this would cause the data lost
because the entities connection cannot reconnect soon.
In Fig. 4(a), suppose an entity e is in the AOI of entity 
e1. In Fig. 4(b), entity e is leaves the AOI of entity e1,
and the entity e1 would be deleted from the OT of
entity e. In Fig. 4(c), if the entity e1 enters the AOI of
entity e again, but the interchange period time is not
time-up, the entity e cannot know that it is interested 
by e1. Entity e would not send data to e1, and this may
cause the data lost.

Fig. 4 Reenter AOI 

To solve this problem, the Global Table (GT) is 
defined. An entity’s GT is to store some entities’ data
that are not immediately needed in OT when this entity
interchanges data with other entities. An entity can
immediately extract data from GT when the data is 
needed in OT. The definition of GT is listed as
followed:

11111 1
, eOToreeGTeandEeandeedeGTe e

(3.2)
e1 : An entity’s code name in the Virtual World,

Nifor

GT(e1)  : A set of Global Table,

E : A set of entity in one area, 

d (e, e 1)  : The distance between entity e and entity e 1,

1e
 : An entity’s Aura,

OT(e1) : A set of Observable Table.

3.2.2.1 Relation between GT and OT 
The explanation of the update step of the GT is

shown as Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a), suppose there is an entity 
e in the AOI of entity e2, and entity e2 in the OT of

entity e. In the Fig. 5(b), entity e is left the AOI of
entity e2, this cause entity e to move entity e2 from its 
OT to GT. In the Fig. 5(c), entity e is reentered in the
AOI of entity e2, entity e can immediately move entity
e2 from its GT to OT and rebuild the network
connection.

Fig. 5 Interchange tables between OT and GT

However, only entity e record entity e2 to its GT is 
not enough. Because when entity e is in the AOI of
some entities, these entities may also in the AOI of
entity e. When entity e records these entities to its GT,
it needs to notify these entities to record entity e to
their GT. If only entity e records these entities to its GT,
this may cause that entity e cannot get the new data of 
these entities just because these entities do not know 
the entity e and they would not send new data to entity
e.

3.2.2.2 Interchange protocol between entities 
As mentioned before, if the interchange period is

too long, the OT would be incorrect. If the interchange
period is too short, the synchronization overhead
would occur, and this may raise the load of entities and
network traffic. Moreover, if the OT of the entity is 
empty, this entity can not know other entities. To solve 
these problems, the table interchange methods between
entities are listed as followed:

If OT is not empty, the OT should be
interchanged between entities.
If OT is empty but the GT is not empty, the GT 
should be interchanged between entities. 
After the table interchanged between entities, this
can keep entities in the corresponding tables of 
entities.
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3.2.2.3 Data Update mechanism for the entities 
Although the entities in the GT are not the needed 

information of the entity right now, if the entity is 
interested in them, the information of them can be
obtain from the entity’s GT immediately. However,
these entities are not stay at same position in the virtual
world, they may arbitrarily move. In such
circumstances, the information in the GT may not be
up-to-date, this may cause the inconsistency between
entities in the virtual world. To avoid this problem, the
entities in this entity’s GT should also need to be 
updated.

The proposed method is to update the information
of entities in the entity’s GT periodically. The period is
according to the distance between entities. For the near
entities of the entity, they need more accurate. .The 
update frequency should be high. For the far entities of 
the entity, the update frequency should be low. The
Dead Reckoning algorithm can also be used to reduce 
the frequency of synchronization.

3.2.2.4 The size of Global Table 
When an entity interchanges data with other entities

as time goes by, its GT maybe full. If the size of GT is
not limit, it would contain all the entities in the virtual
world and these entities may not near the entity itself. 
To interchange data with these entities is useless;
therefore, the size of GT is limited. When the GT is
full, the simple way is to remove the most far away
from the current entity. However, this way cause
problem such as in Fig. 6. Suppose entity e2 is the 
most far away from other entities, when other entity’s
GT is full, they will first remove entity e2 form their
GT. Finally, all entities will not know entity e2, and 
entity e2 become an orphan entity.

Fig. 6 The orphan entityexample

For this reason, the Group in Four Quadrants
Algorithm is proposed to drop data in GT. The 
algorithm is briefly explained as followed:

For the entity in the virtual world, the entity is used
as center to divide the entity in the virtual world into
four Quadrants, and the entities in the same Quadrant
can form a group as shown in Fig. 7. For each group,
an entity is chosen as a group leader entity to be record 
into the GT of the entity. The chosen entity is the
nearest to the entity and it is not in the OT of the entity.
By the interchange protocol, the entity can get all 
entities’ information.

Fig. 7 The Group in Four Quadrants

According to this algorithm, the entity which is the
most far away from the entity can be dropped and the 
dropped entity should not be the only one entity in this
quadrant. In this way, it can avoid the orphan entity
and keep connection of the virtual world.

3.2.3 Group Leader Table 
According to the four quadrants algorithm, every

entity recodes each group’s leader in its GT. The group 
leader entity is the nearest entity to the entity and it is 
not in the OT of the entity. Because of the group leader 
entity may leave its group, the entity cannot get other 
entities’ information in the same group from the group
leader entity. In Fig. 8(a), suppose there is a entity e 
records four group leader entities e1, e2, e3 and e4. In 
Fig. 8(b), entity e1 as the group leader in group B 
moved to group D and become the member of group D.
In Fig. 8(c), when the entity e comes to Group B, it
would need the other entities’ information in the Group 
B. However, entity e1 is far away from Group B and
entity e1 may not have any entities’ information in
group B. The entity e cannot get any information from
entity e1. This causes the data inconsistency between
entities.
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Fig 8 Illustrate of the group leader table

For this reason, the Group Leader Table (GLT) is 
defined to solve this problem. The entity not only store
four groups’ leader in its GT, but also store them in its
GLT. The new group leader’s information can be
obtained after the original group generation its new 
leader by the leader election algorithm after a dynamic
time quantum. In Fig. 8(d), as time goes by, entity e 
ask entity e1 who is the new leader of group B. Entity 
e1 would reply entity e that the new group leader is
entity e5, and entity e update its GT. When entity e
comes to group B, it can obtain other entities of Group 
B from entity e5. The definition of GLT is listed as 
followed:

eDGToreDGTeDGTeDGTeandeedeGLTe e 4321111 |||,
1

(3.3)
GLT(e) : A set of Global Leader Table,

d (e, e 1) : The distance between entity e and entity e 1,

1e
 : An entity’s Aura,

DGTi(e1) : A set of Group in the Quadrant, for i = 1~4.

3.2.3.1 Interchange protocol between entities 
As mentioned before, the OT and GT should be

interchanged periodically. The new method of table
interchange between entities is listed as followed:

If OT is not empty, the entities in the OT are 
choosing.
If OT is empty but GT is not empty, the entities
in the GT are choosing.
Otherwise the entities in the GLT are choosing. 

4. Simulation Result 
The simulation system is a region in a network

virtual world. There are two kinds of components in
this environment such as server and entity components.

4.1. The network topology 
In Fig. 9, it shows all of the entities’ positions in the

virtual world.

Fig. 9 The positions of all entities in the virtual world

In Fig. 10, it shows the connection of GT of the
center entity. This entity only stores the near entities in
its GT. 

Fig. 10 The connection of GT of the center entity

In Fig. 11, show the network topology of GLT. As 
the time goes by, it can also keep the Leader of each 
Group. It demonstrates the Group in Four Quadrants
Algorithm.

Fig. 11 The connection of Group Leader Table
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In Fig. 12, it shows the network topology of virtual
world. It demonstrates the connected graph of this
virtual world.

Fig. 12 The network topology of the virtual world

4.2. The recovery of some entities crash 
In this section, when some entities are crashed or

disconnected, the simulation results shows that how the
environment is recovered as shown in Fig. 13 and 14. 

Fig. 13 the Virtual World

Fig. 14 the network topology

In Fig. 15, as compared with Fig. 13, two entities e0
and e1 are crashed and disappeared in the virtual world.

Fig. 15 The topology of virtual world after two entities 
crashed

After a period of time, other entities cannot get information by 
interchange data and they became twoconnected graphs as shown in Fig. 
16.

Fig. 16 Two connected graphs because two entities 
crash

Final, as shown in Fig. 17, the new group leader is
selection. The entities can get information of other
entities’ from the group leader and the network 
topology of virtual world is rebuilt. 

Fig. 17 The topology of virtual world after twice
interchange information
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, a peer-to-peer transmission

architecture is proposed to construct the virtual world.
By this architecture every entity can deliver data to
other entities without the help of the server. The 
transmission of the virtual world can still work when
the server crashed. In this proposed architecture, an
entity can send data to other entities by the Observable
Table. In order to maintain a correct Observable Table, 
the data transmitted between its Observable Table and
Global Table is referenced. The Group Leader Table is
used to ensure the proposed topology is fully
connected.

When an entity interchanges tables with other
entities, it would get a lot of duplicated data. An 
algorithm should be designed to solve this problem in
the future. In addition, how to extend this proposed 
peer-to-peer architecture to send data among in
different region is also a future work. 
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